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merchants that Emden " was a village no bigger than Graves-
end " *: it hinted at the possibility of war to ' revenge their
injuries'2. For the moment its efforts seemed to meet
with success : some of the English merchants stayed on at
Antwerp, and others who went to Emden received a cold
reception. But the influence of these transparent devices
was short-lived, and Emden eagerly welcomed its oppor-
tunity. Two hundred burgesses offered to build within a
year two houses apiece, and the town undertook the erection
of forty or fifty residences for the accommodation of the
merchants and their wares s. The beginnings of the trade
with Emden were auspicious. In May 1564 forty merchant
vessels lay in the harbour laden with fifty thousand cloths
and twenty-five thousand kersies; four hundred English
traders were boarded in the different inns ; another hundred
had meals in common in the house where the Company had
its headquarters 4. But the promise did not materialize;
Emden failed to attract foreign merchants ; and the Merchant
Adventurers abruptly departed within three months without,
complained the Count of East Friesland, the courtesy of a
leave-taking 5.
Concordat Antwerp, apprehensive of losing its position as the
market of Europe—the basis on which its inhabitants had
" crept into such credit that almost they rule all trades and
moneys " 6—hastened to re-open negotiations. The magis-
trates made advances to the Merchant Adventurers, whom
they invited to join with them in malting intercession to the
rulers of England and Spain for the restoration of commercial
relations 7. Eventually a provisional agreement was patched
up by which free intercourse was resumed between the two
countries, pending the holding of a ' colloquy' in which to
1 Hist. MSS. Comm. Pepys, 23.
*	Ibid. 16.
1 Ibid. 23.
*	York Merchant A dveitturers (ed. Sellers), p. lx.  The authorities offered
to build an exchange for the English.
8 See the Count's letter in State Papers Foreign, 1579-1580, pp. 102,198.
*	Ibid. 1564-1565, p. 529.
7 Hist. MSS. Comm. Salisbury, i. 296. The damage due to the interrup-
tion of trade was estimated at * almost two millions of gold ': ibid. Pepys,
16.

